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INTRODUCTION 

The Multi-Year Human Resources Plan is an integral part of overall resource 
planning within Communications Canada. It recognizes that people are the most 
important factor influencing the ability of the Department to achieve its 
objectives. 

The management of human resources in the Department conforms to the following 
framework: productivity, employee competence and job satisfaction. These 
elements are the focus of the following objectives: 

I. attracting and maintaining the best possible person for each job; 

2. creating a working environment which allows workers to achieve their 
full potential; and 

3. providing opportunities for personal growth and development in 
anticipation of evolving Departmental human resources requirements. 

Communications Canada's Multi-Year Human Resources Plan addresses our senior 
management's human resources concerns and identifies specific issues and actions 
to be carried out. 

...2 



PART I 

Both an environmental analysis, and the dynamic nature of our organization's 

mandate, have convinced senior management to undertake a reformulation of this 
mandate. 

The various sectors must constantly readjust their positions in the face of the 
current situation that places increasing demands on operations and on human 

resources. This reality presents itself at a time when the Department must 
implement the readjustment of its work force, as well as increasing its 
involvement in the environment and its visibility. 

Strategies 

A) Environmental Overview 

The underlying environmental factor shaping the Department's strategic 

approach to policy development is the accelerating convergence of 

communications and computer-based technologies with content, which includes 

information and cultural products. ' This convergence, coinciding with steep 

worldwide growth in demand for cultural and information products, has 
significant implications for the competitiveness of industrial economies. 

Fostering a fertile climate in Canada for creativity and the growth of the 

new information industries involves a complex set of interrelated policy 

considerations. First, our communications systems -- both 

telecommunications and cable networks -- must evolve in a manner that 

encourages development of these new services. Second, our cultural 

institutions and industries must be sufficiently strong to seize these new 

opportunities, which involve the production of cultural content in a variety 
of electronic formats. Communications Canada's continuing objective during 

the next several years is to develop policies and programs that foster 
innovation and entrepreneurship in both the technological and cultural 

sectors, thereby enhancing their contribution to the achievement of the 
nation's social and economic goals. 

...2 
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The goal that underlies and unifies the Minister's diverse initiatives 

in the cultural domain is to strengthen Canada's capacity for cultural 
expression. This involves the development of complementary policies 
designed, on the one hand, to promote creativity by recognizing, 
promoting and rewarding the contribution of artists to Canadian society 
and, on the other hand, to strengthen the capacity of our cultural 
industries to provide audiences with access to the works of Canadian 
artists. Because the cultural industries are the crucial connection 
between the creator and the public, the immediate strategic focus for 
the next year or two will be the development of initiatives in support 
of the revitalization of Canada's broadcasting system and cultural 
industries. 

B) Resource Constraints  

The other salient environmental factor affecting the Department is that 
its operational and human resources plans, like those of other 
departments, will be greatly influenced by the government's continuing 
efforts to control the deficit and reduce expenditures. Budgetary 
pressures on the department, the appropriations of which have declined 
from $ 304.5M in 1984-85 to $ 286.6M in 1987-88, and on the 
Communications portfolio as a whole, will increase in the short term 
because of new commitments that must be met in addition to on-going 
operational responsibilities. 

C) Strategic Thrusts  

The Minister's major initiatives are grouped under three themes -- 
Access (Information Technology, Telecommunications Policy, Radio 
Spectrum Policy), Revitalization of Canada's Broadcasting and Cultural 
Industries, and Creators and Heritage Initiatives -- that establish the 
framework for the Department's major activities in the next year or so. 
A fourth thematic area -- Operations and Portfolio Management -- 
encompasses several internal initiatives. 

...3 
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D) 	Portfolio Priorities 

The Minister of Communications is responsible for national policies 
encompassing communications and culture. Communications policy seeks to 
foster an environment that favours increased exchange of information and 
better access by all Canadians to communications services and 
technology. Cultural policy seeks to foster an environment that 
enhances the capacity of Canada's artists and creators to communicate to 

their fellow citizens and the world at large the works that express 
distinctively Canadian vision of the human experience. 

In cultural policy, the primary goal remains to strengthen the links 
between Canadian creators and their audiences. A series of fundamental 
reviews of all aspects of Canada's cultural policy will be completed, 
and a number of legislative initiatives pursued. 

The broadcasting system is vital to Canadians' sense of nationhood. A 
priority in 1988-89 will be to advance proposals for revision of the 
Broadcasting Act, drawing on consultations with the provinces and the 
industry, the work of the Caplan-Sauvageau Task Force on Brôadcasting 
and Reports of the House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications 
and Culture. 

A central consideration in cultural policy is the enhancement of the 
status of the artist within Canadian society. Crucial to this goal will 
be the task of completing the revision of Canada's copyright laws, 
which govern economic relations among creators, the cultural industries 
and consumers of cultural products. A second phase of Copyright Act 
revisions will be proposed for Parliament's consideration, advancing the 
work begun in the first phase of revisions, which addressed a number of 
priority issues related to, among other things, computer programs, 
anti-privacy remedies, creators' moral rights, the role of the Copyright 
Board and collective administration of copyright. 

...4 
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In the domain of film policy, a continuing priority will be the 
development and implementation of measures aimed at promoting a more 
viable domestic film industry and better access by Canadians to 
Canadian films. 

Work on revision of national museums policy, programs and 
legislation will be carried forward along the lines indicated in the 
Government's response in May 1987 to the report on federal museums 
policy by the House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and 

Culture. A new museums policy will be articulated and legislation 

introduced to establish the four national museums as autonomous 
institutions. 

Communications services and technologies are commodities increasingly 

crucial to sustained, long-term growth and industrial competitiveness. 

In an era of sharply increasing competition in trade, more effective use 
of communications resources by Canadian industries, institutions and 
individuals will be a key factor in shaping strategies for achieving the 
nation's economic and social goals. 

Three priorities will be pursued in communications policy. 

The first will be the legislative implementation of the 
telecommunications policy framework announced in July 1987, the 
principal elements of which include: designation of categories of 
telecommunications carriers and telecommunications service providers; a 
regulatory regime for the construction of telecommunications facilities; 
ownership policy; and national telecommunications technical standards. 
Discussions are also continuing with the provinces with the aim of 
reaching and implementing agreements on interconnection policy and 

government responsibilities. 

...5 
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Second, within the framework of the Government's Science and Technology 

Policy, the communications and information technology strategy will 
be further developed, refined and implemented. In addition to the 
telecommunications priorities outlined above, the main elements of the 

strategy are: revitalization of the Department's research and 

development capacity in conjunction with a renewed emphasis on 

partnerships with industry and universities; policy and program 

initiatives to accelerate the application of information technology in 

the pursuit of social goals, improved productivity and economic growth; 
and the development of initiatives that promote Canadian industry's 
capacity to produce and distribute the expanding range of products and 

services based on electronic information and value-added networks. 

The third communications policy priority will be the development and 
Introduction of legislative proposals that envisage a comprehensive 
revision of the Radio Act. The aim is to enhance the effectiveness of 

management of the radio spectrum, a resource essential to the 

functioning of the nation's entire communications infrastructure. In 

keeping with the government's emphasis on regulatory reform, changes to 

this legislation will be designed to streamline its application. 

These priorities will be pursued within the context of the Government's 

management of the fiscal framework. In light of this, the Department 

will continue during the 1988-89 fiscal year to combine program 

initiatives with legislative and other measures to achieve portfolio 
objectives. 

...7 
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PART II 

PLAN 

The Department's human resources planning activities will focus 
specifically on six major components: human resources planning, employment 
equity, training, work force adjustment, staffing and classification and 
internal communication. 

A) 	Human Resources Planning 

The management of Human Resources remains a high priority for the Deputy 
Minister as well as the senior management of this Department. 

Since 1985, mechantsms have been developed for the purpose of 
integrating the Multi-Year Human Resources Plan into the departmental 
planning system. These initiatives have strengthened the ties between 
management and the Human Resources Branch permitting us to promote the 
value of human resource management in the Department. This management 
effort is characterized by four factors: the increasing complexity of 
responsibilities, the Regional Development Strategy of the Department, 
the updating of the research program, and finally the implementation of 
the recommendations of all the various task forces on different cultural 
questions. 

Increasing Complexity of Responsibilities  

An important aspect of the changing environment is Work Force Adjustment 
activity. At a time when greater and more complex demands are being 
placed on the Department, our personnel is being reduced to meet 
Treasury Board requirements. The Public Service has not developed an 
effective reward system and gestures of gratitude are still too feeble. 
We cannot continue to count on voluntary overtime and a continued sense 
of loyalty and commitment. The Department is concerned about the 
problems of fatigue and potential burn out. 

...8 
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Regional Development Strategy of the Department 

The proposed regional development strategy will reinforce the presence 

of departmental activities and programs, and will allow the Department 
to achieve increased efficiencies. The regions will be further involved 
in program activities, and resources devoted to program delivery, as 
well as to the implementation of this strategy will be delegated to the 
regions, according to their respective needs. 

Updating of the Research Program  

Research programs were recently reorganized to refocus Departmental 
efforts on applications of communications and information technology, 
and on the conduct of generic R & D, in response to national 
requirements and client groups. New initiatives are required to develop 
and market applications in areas such as manufacturing, the delivery of 
government services, as well as health, education and service sectors. 
Attention must be paid to increasing public awareness of the 
Department's capabilities and achievements by developing a higher 
profile for our programs. 

Follow-up Required to the Recommendations of the Task Forces  

During 1986-87 all the task forces set up to study the various 
components of Canadian culture submitted their reports. The Department 
undertook to follow-up their recommendations and in many cases the 
proposals were taken to Cabinet. The decisions to be taken or already 
taken will give rise to the creation of new activities within the 
Department or even to numerous programmes. These programmes or changes 
in responsibility for complex issues such as arts funding, publication, 
or the film industry could require the creation of new organizational 
entities or at any rate the modification of present structures or 
policies of the Department. 

...9 



All these activities constitute the 
I responsibilities and current tasks of 

the Human Resources Management Branch 

9 

Objective  

To identify, evaluate and define the needs, aspirations and potential of 
Departmental human resources in conjunction with objectives, action 
plans and short-, mid-and long-term developments. 

Goal 

Ensure that each sector of the Department has obtained in a timely 
fashion the appropriate human resources necessary for achieving the 
global objectives of the organization. 

Ensure that the Departmental Employee Performance Review and Appraisal 
Program, as well as the Succession planning, meet both the needs of 
employees and of management. 

Activities 

Analyze the requirements for human 
resources primarily in the areas of 
technological research, the 
elaboration of policy (copyright), 
and the required specialties of the 
Canadian Conservation Institute 

Define the needs of human resources 
for the programs specified above or 
for all other needs 

Develop an action plan adapted to 
each sector according to its 
specified needs and ensure the 
implementation of the action plan 

Continue to review and monitor the 
Performance Review and Employee 
Appraisal Program 
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B) 	Employment Equity 

Women 

Management Category: It is anticipated that the Department will not 
achieve the overall Public Service objective of 12% by 1988. This is 
due to the fact that, in the last year of the implementation of the 
Action Plan, the Department has lost an inordinate amount of women to 
other Federal Government Departments. Despite this setback, the 
Department fully intends to meet this 12% target by 1991. 
Communications Canada, in collaboration with the Public Service 
Commission, has already completed a detailed analysis of potential 
candidates who could interest the Department in anticipation of possible 
future nominations. This inventory, as well as previously identified 
candidates, should assist the Department to achieve its representational 
targets for women at the senior level. 

In the Scientific & Professional and the Technical Categories, no 
objectives have been set. The percentage representation of women in 
occupational groups within these categories, however, exceeds the 
external availability indicators for women in the labour force and the 
overall percentage representation figure for the Public Service. No 
mobility is expected in the Operational Category. 

Objectives have been set in the Administrative and Foreign Service 
Category, in particular at the senior levels, to increase the population 
of the Department's feeder groups for the Management Category. 

Non-Traditional Occupational Groups  

Communications Canada's objectives as specified in table 4 are directly 
related to the Electronic Technician (EL), Engineering (EN-ENG) and 
General Services (GS) occupational groups. The departmental total 
objective of 8% by 1991 exceeds the availability indicators of the 
present Canadian population. 

Disabled Persons 

Objectives set in the 1985-88 Action Plan will not be attained. The 
Department's intention is to reach this objective of 4% by 1991. 
(see table 6) 

Aboriginal People  

Objectives set in the 1985-88 Action Plan indicate a representation of 
2% of the total population by March 31, 1988. The Department's 
intention is to achieve this objective by 1991. 
(see table 5) 

...11 
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Visible Minorities  

The Department's representation as of March 31, 1987 is 2.7% of its 
work force. The 1991 objective is to obtain a 3% representation of 
members of visible minority groups. (see table 7) 

Equitable Representation and Participation  

During the last 12 months, the representation and participation of 
francophones and anglophones within the Department's population have 
become more equitable. A study of all employment categories revealed 
that francophone representation has increased in 5 of 6 employment 
categories reviewed. The only reduction was found in the operational 
category with francophone representation falling from 20.6 % in 
December 1986 to 20.3 % in December 1987. Participation also increased 
at all hierarchical levels during 1986, although remaining weak at 
some levels. 

The Department will.continue its efforts toward achieving a ministerial 
population that is more representative of Canadian Society. Special 
efforts must be generated in 1987-1988 to increase the anglophone 
representation of personnel in Quebec, as it currently fails to reflect 
the linguistic composition of the Quebec population. 

The Official Languages plan, now before the Senate and House of Commons 
Joint Standing Committee on Official Languages, and submitted to 
Treasury Board Secretariat, describes in greater detail the situation 
which currently exists, and measures to be taken in order to alleviate 
the situation. 

Objective  

To increase the representation of women, disabled persons, aboriginal 
people and members of visible minorities in various occupational groups 
and levels. 

To achieve an equitable representaion of all anglophones and 
francophones in all employment categories, at all hierarchical levels 
and in all departmental organizations. 

...12 
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Goal 

To increase the representation of target group members in the Department 
as outlined in tables 4 to 7. 

That francohone representation in the management category increase from 
24.4 % to 30 % during the next year; in the scientific and professional 
category increase from 22.1 % to 24 % during the year; in the technical 
category increase from 22 % to 23 % during the year; in the operational 
category increase from 20.3 % to 25 %; at the Direction and equivalent 
levels pass from 22.6 % to 26 %; at the senior hierarchical level pass 
from 20.1 % to 23 %; that anglophone representation among employees 
situated in Quebec increase from 5.8 % to 8 %. 

Activities 

Ensure that target group members are 
considered for all staffing activities 
and other employment opportunities 

Provide target group members with 
developmental opportunities at lower 
level positions so that they may acquire 
the necessary experience to compete 
in future competitions 

Continue supporting educational 
leave opportunities for target 
group members 

Increase participation in the 
special measure activities offered by 
Treasury Board Secretariat and 
the Public Service Commission 

All these activities will be 
included in the responsibilities of 
the Human Resources Management 
Branch during 1988-1989 

...13 
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The Deputy Minister, after 
consultation with his assistant 
deputy-ministers, authorizes the 
staffing of EX and SM 
positions 

Consultant firms study the employment 
market in order to identify the 
availability of francophone and female 
candidates technically qualified in 
various areas and recommend qualified 
candidaties 

The Program for the Development 
and Promotion of French-language 
Centres of Excellence is 
consulted during the process 
involving the identification and 
recruitment of francophones for 
the Department 

All these activities are included as 
part of the current responsibilities of 
the Human Resources Management Branch 
in 1988-1989 

Qualified francophone and female 
candidates are identified during 
each staffing activity 

Qualified anglophone candidates 
are identified while staffing 
all positions in Quebec 

...14 
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C) 	Training 

The Department must ensure that qualified staff is available to meet 
future requirements. To this end, training initiatives respecting the 
application of service-wide policies will be undertaken. These 
initiatives include: mandatory management orientation training offered 
by the Staff Development Branch (PSC), Communications Training, 
Orientation for New Employees, Training on the Implementation of 
Technological Change, Retirement Planning, Qualification Improvement 
Training, Training in Support of Employment Equity, and Retraining in 
Support of Work Force Adjustment. 

Objective  

To develop an awareness program and provide employees with developmental 
opportunities to improve skills. 

Goal 

To familiarize employees of the potential available through automation, 
high tech developments and management techniques. 

Activities 

Communicate technological changes 
and availability of equipment to 
employees 

Conduct retraining program 

Encourage the use of exchange of 
employees, secondments or other 
assignment mechanisms to ensure a 
sustained rotation of employees and 
the attainment of employment equity 
objectives 

In collaboration with universities or 
other organizations develop programs 
aimed at preparing candidates able to 
meet the needs of the 
Department  

All these activities will be included 
in the work plan of the Human Resources 
Management Branch during 1988-1989 

...15 
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Develop managers to ensure 
training relevant to their new 
duties 

• 15 courses for SMA, EX 
and SME 

• 27 courses for 
intermediate categories 

• 40 courses for 
supervi  sors  

• 1 orientation course for 
new employees 

• 10 sabbatical leaves, 
CAP, PSFL 

• 1 meeting of departmental 
management (by sector) 

All these activities will be included 
in the work plan of the Human Resources 
Management Branch for 1988-1989 

Improve communications and 
further sensitize employees to 
the following issues 

• Employee Assistance 
Program: information 
session 

• 3 pre-retirement sessions: (80 
employees) 

• 3 succession planning 
sessions (100 employees) 

•..16 
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D) 	Work Force Adjustment 

The Department's share of the Government's reduction policy amounted to 
a 208 PY decrease between fiscal years 1986-87 and 1990-91. This 
apportionment was broken down as follows: 

86/87 	87/88 	88/89 	89/90 	90/91 	TOTAL 

84 	23 	34 	34 	33 	208 

Once the proposed reduction plan had been elaborated, senior management 
endorsed the following principles for implementing the anticipated 
reductions: 

- Commitment to minimize the impact of Work Force Adjustment situations 
on indeterminate employees; 

- Identification and redeployment of affected employees as a joint 
responsibility of the Human Resources Branch and line management; 

- Commitment to retrain affected employees and to make necessary funds 
available where such retraining will facilitate the redeployment of 
affected employees; 

- Commitment to provide, whenever possible, twelve (12) months notice of 
surplus status to affected employees in order to facilitate their 
redeployment. Under no circumstances will less than six (6) months 
surplus notice be given. 

To date, Communications Canada has taken the necessary steps to 

minimize the impact of these person-year reductions on its employees as 
much as possible. In addition to addressing the original forecasted PY 
decrease, the Department has also initiated Work Force Adjustment 
activities to assist recently integrated "vulnerable" employees of the 
National Museum Corporation's Mobile Exhibit Program. 

...17 
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Objective  

To manage all Work Force Adjustment situations and to reduce their 
possible consequences on affected employees. 

Goal 

To manage all Work Force Adjustment situations and to reduce the 
department's PY's by 101 by March 1991 while maintaining morale, 
continuing a "no-layoff" approach over the period, and minimizing the 
impact on Employment Equity target group members. 

Activities 

Continue Relocation Program for 
affected employees 

Develop new avenues for relocating 
employees and provide retraining 

All these activities will take place 
during 1988 to 1991 

Develop a Career Management Program, 1 
through a pilot-project, which favours 
increased mobility of employees 1 
belonging to various professional 
categories 	 1 

Provide counselling services to 
National Museum employees affected 
by the dismantling of the Mobile 
Exhibits Program 

...18 
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E) 	Staffing and Classification 

Communications Canada experienced unprecedented improvement in Human 

Resources Management service with the implementation of the 

recommendations of the Working Group on the Staffing Administrative 
Reform. A recent survey of a statistically representative sample of top 
management demonstrated the level of satisfaction of managers as regards 
the help received has more than doubled since the implementation of 
certain of these recommendations aimed at rationalizing the process. 

It is in this context that Communications Canada is presently 
undertaking a complete review of the internal classification system in 
order to evaluate the effectiveness of existing mechanisms with respect 
to the updating of positions, their evaluation and monitoring. 

Objective  

To provide on-going advice and assistance to departmental managers in 
the management of their human resources, specifically in the areas of 

organization, classification, staffing and official languages. 

Goal 

To continue to offer classification and staffing services to managers 
and counselling and advice to employees in a decentralized context 
especially in the Telecommunications and Technology and Spectrum 
Management sectors respectively. With respect to the Telecommunications 
and Technology sector, the Department must ensure that the range of 
scientific and technical research activities corresponds to its overall 
mandate. To ensure that managers are provided with timely, professional 
advice and that classification and staffing actions are completed within 
established, agreed-upon norms. 

...19 
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Activities  

Develop specific recruitment programs 1 This is a current responsibility of the 
to meet staffing demands 	Human Resources Management Branch 

Facilitate the integration of the 
employees of the National Museum 
Corporation's National Programs 
into the Department 

1 This activity should be completed at 
the end of the fiscal year 1988-1989 

Prepare plan of action to review 
integrated organizations 

Identify employees who may be 
affected due to possible 
reorganization 

Train and counsel managers on 
sub-delegated authorities over 	1 These activities are part of the Human 
staffing and official languages to 	Resources Management Branch current 
management 	 1 responsibilities 

Review the range of scientific and 
Technical research activities 

Hire candidates who will ensure 
the revitalization of human resources 
in the scientific and technology 
domain 

...20 
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F) 	Internal Communication 

Communications Canada is presently implementing a strategy of awareness, 
the objective of which is the improvement of internal communication 
among employees at all levels of the organization. The Department has 
already begun to send a message by means of activities such as meetings, 
information sessions, departmental publications and a detailed analysis 
of human resource management functions. Top management strongly 
encourages bilateral communication amongst all employees both vertically 
and horizontally. 

Objective  

Improve Departmental efficiency, job satisfaction and the feeling of 
belonging of employees at all levels. 

Goal 

Improve the efficiency of communications between employees of the 
Department at every level. 

Activities  

Two information or planning sessions 1 
on the functioning and operation of 
the Department 	 1 This is a current activity of Human 

Resources Management Branch which will 
1 be added to each year 

1 meeting on general interest on the 
mandate of the Department 	1 

1988-89 
Review the study on the functions 
related to human resource management 
in the Department and establish an 
action plan 

1988-89 
Establish mechanisms to offer services 1 
such as the recently acquired 
instrument for analyzing communication1 
styles 

1988-89 

Publish the Departmental Newspaper 
"Communications Express" regularly 

Other activities - see training 
...21 
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IMAA Regime 

In support of the Increased Ministerial Authority and Accountability 
(IMAA), the Department is presently negotiating a Memorandum of Understanding 
(M.O.U.) with the Treasury Board Secretariat. The Department will be seeking 
additional delegated authority and accountability for the attainment of 
specified objectives for purposes of personnel administration and human 
resources management. The objectives all have a common denominator, that is the 
increased delegation of authority to managers without the imposition of control 
mechanisms to preceed decision-making. Our philosophy is to trust our managers, 
our presumption is that they are competent and we ensure that they demonstrate 
responsibility and judgement in the exercise of their authority. Furthermore, 
we intend to put mechanisms into place to evaluate management quality in these 
areas. 

All policy areas are being reviewed, along with performance indicators 
and targets set for each policy area. Once the negotiation of the M.O.U. is 
completed, the Department will provide Treasury Board Secretariat with the 
appropriate information through the Multi-Year Human Resources Plan (MYHRP), and 
the Multi-Year Operational Plan (MYOP). At the same time, control mechanisms 
will be identified for monitoring the achievement of these objectives. 

Until the M.O.U. is signed, the Treasury Board Secretariat may refer to 
the accountability framework already in the present action plan. 

...23 
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. CONCERNS 

Communications Canada would like to bring several major concerns to the 
attention of both the Treasury Board Secretariat and the Public Service 
Commission. 

1. First of all, Department Management acknowledges that there is a 
definite problem in the self-identification of employees for two of the groups 
included in the Employment Equity Program. These groups are: disabled persons 
and aboriginal people. 

The concern is based on the fact that there are no appropriate 
mechanisms in place to ensure that an employee has effectively identified 
himself/herself according to his/her appropriate group and that the word 
"disability" is the subject of misinterpretation. These issues have an impact on 
the results of the Department as they relate to the attainment of the forecasted 
numerical objectives established for a given period of time. (see Part II, 
Employment Equity) 

The Department believes that the self-identification of the handicapped 
and natives must be resolved. Without clarification of this issue, the 
Department is unable to evaluate its progress in concrete terms, and to verify 
whether its population reflects that of Canada as a whole. 

Until such time, it is the Department's intention to continue to make 
every effort necessary to give consideration to employees of target groups and 
to contribute to the attainment of the overall objectives of the Government. 

2. Next, Communications Canada has had great difficulty in the past few 
years with the performance of the employee pay office. Without attempting to 
present a detailed analysis of all the problems encountered, since these same 
problems have plagued other departments, we would like to make mention of some 
of our conclusions. 

Thus we believe that the remuneration function is extremely complex and 
that it would be advantageous to attempt to simplify the process and to automate 
further. We believe the Department of Supply and Services should play the lead 
role in this area. 

...24 
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Sooner or later we will have to raise the level of the remuneration 
advisor. As long as we continue to entrust this role to the clerical level we 
will have difficulty recruiting and training competent personnel and the service 
we offer to employees will continue to be uneven and will often leave something 
to be desired. The Treasury Board Secretariat is considering the question at 
this time and we hope that conclusions will be forthcoming rapidly, and that 
they will be in agreement with our own. 

3. 	Finally, we would like to raise the question of the delay being 
experienced in most departments in the automation of the personnel function and 
the computerization of human resources data. It is amazing after all these 
years we have not risen to the challenge of computerization adequately. Recent 
initiatives in this area, by means of inter-departmental committees, are cause 
for optimism, but we must reiterate the urgency and the necessity of equipping 
ourselves with flexible systems to automate the procedures linked to the 
management of human resources and especially all the data on our employees. 
Without automatization we limit the management of our employees to the simplest 
level and we fall well below the level expected of us by our managers. 
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NE I'L..EZ COLIPTE WE DES GROUPES  OU SOU1OPOUPES DOYT LES PREVISICAIS DE CRŒSSANCE OU DE COmPRESSIOY DEPASSENT 2 PAR  ANSES  'UN MIN DE 5 EMPLOYESL 

ONNORNAN FAINKINVOIRIP 	 PHs 	Ner 	 *PRAM year 	Um:own yea 	PRRP*Il PAN I 	%Aeons yea 2 

Camleam meSsemmell.Arsme 	 la-1.287 	1 V2.-.1988 	12U -41989 	1.9§.9.7.1.222 , A.1.29.0 -1 .991 2  

DM 	 01 

EX 	 52 

SM 	 38 

ED 	 01 

ENG 	 256 

ES 	 26 

LS 	 04 

PC 	 05 

REM 	 48 

AS 	 227 

CO 	 18 

CS 	 63 

FI 	 33 

IS 	 25 

OM 	 05 

PE 	 31 

PG 	 21 

PM 	 130 
DD 	 13 
EGESS 	 49 
EL 	 480 
GT 	 03 
PY 	 04 

SI 	 14 
CM 	 05 
CR 	 414 

DACON 	 01 
DAP RO 	 18 

STOCE 	 50 

STSCY 	 131 

STSTN 	 02 

GL 	 37 

HP 	 10 

GS 	 16 
AUTRES 	 64 	154  

OCAIMPOI d AMERY RN, 0.******** 

 

Totem am eméenm melmeummeme « au wromnère 	 2,231 	2,295 	2,449 	2,416 	2,382  
111511CT 23044 (Rue ODOR 



TABLE 2: WORK FORCE ADJUSTMENT FORECAST 

FISCAL YEAR  1987  - 1991  

TABLEAU 2: PRÉVISIONS CONCERNANT LE RÉAMÉNAGEMENT DES EFFECTIFS 
EXERCICE 	1987 - 1991 

SEE COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
VOR LA MARCHE  A SUIVRE AU VERSO 

1 	 2 	 3 	 4 	 5 

Occumastal gram only 	 Numb« «Noted 	
Numb« ea be redePkryea enthm deOPPINmI 	Nom.,  O 	20Ioy...  

(Indentannate ernoloyem)
Nanette da pereonnee a reaftemet 	 lo be placed A 

Nan«. d'amplen« 	 au sem du mane«. 	 anOth« CIAINVIINIMI 

G.NP. ONAIIIINOnrei «lamellate 	 latch« 
(ErmIoyee morn« pour une penode mdewmtnee) 	 o 	

Narbte d'emphym 

2 •(3.5) 	 Total 	
WIth moan ing 	à plan« dam un 

	

Aloiennant recyclage 	11.0.  mamma 

SbO 

N/A 

NOTA: 	The Department maintains its commitmEnt to absorb all the emp oyees affected by 

these measures. 

(Refers to Part "D" of the Plan) 

Le Ministère maintient son engagement d'absorber tous les employés affectés par 

ces mesures. 

(Se réfère à 	la partie "D" du plan) 

Dettanment total 
Tom au mandrel. 

• IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT WHEN NE NUAMERS IN COLUMNS 3 AND 5 ARE ADDED TODETHER. NE  TOTAL SHOULD BE EOUAL TO THE NUAUSER IN COLUMN 2. 
A nzmAROuER  OIE  VADDITION DES NadEIRES DES CCLONNES 3 ET 5 DOT EGALEA LE NadEIRE DE LA COLONNE  2.  



TABLE 3-a — TRAINING * 

TABLEAU 3-a — FORMATION * 

140TE: AU. seem» o• THE TAKE ARE co se courcErEa PLEASE man NBA- /OR ROT APPLICABLE MA) AS APPROPRIATE. 

TOUTES LES COLONNES OU TABLEAU DOIVENT ETRE  REMPLIES  VEULLEZ INSCRIRE NEANT (N) GU SANS OBJET 04 SELC« LE CAS. 

Price yor 1986 - la 87 	 cm/au v.. to 8 / - le 88 	 Upecerkro ydr 19 8B -t989 

	

Mn..  daridd 19 	.19 	 MM...  cad 10 	- II 	 Annie / NM 19 	-10  

Pulde 	
Nand. d 	 Numb« al 	 Numb« d 

adwrdmiN eadng 	 Nand* de NOriff• do 	 Waded 	 Coda ccq * •  	*sumo) * • 
Fandir did ,......i  6. la Undid putdide 	 CAN IS 003) • * 	  

	

Call 	 Call 

Padded* 	P*Tc*** *S.  • • • eue...) 	Padded 	
PincImAMINA • • * 	Id aid 40 dent) 	PantIeds 	

Palcbld des • • • 	tr. mow. cb sass) 
Jave9rucans 	 Jounlancod• 	 JaddlEbm• 

A. IMiuddant added tads 
FamMeN Pcndidld AN geode 

-I4Nkr amadm ex 4.5) -1 dad 	 -- 	 -- 	 — 	 1 	5 	 2 	 1 	5 	 2 
-Node tnaconda OA 43) -S >we 

-Edda« gx 1.2.31 - RT TIAN 	 7 	70 	25 	4 	40 	 15 	 5 	50 	 19 
-lime« do I dada, (EX 122) - 10 Ids 

-Sad danadd  &g -15d. 
— Cafe« eupénéme CEUI  — B  iMrle 	 8 	120 	38 	10 	150 	 48 	 9 	135 	 43 

-1Addb add» - wa. S dad 
- CAR..  Inundarrom  -.i  IS ad 	 24 	360 	83 	20 	300 	 70 	 20 	' 300 	 72 

-1.1uNdben -0101. 10 1141“ 

n SuP1100IMAI n INN. /0 PAN 	 39 	390 	84 	40 	400 	 87 	 20 	200 	 44 

IL COMIOntalose dining 	 s /0 	 - - 	 - - 	 42 	42 	 8 	5/0 	__ 	 _ _ 
Emden d eardderens 

C. Odd"», Ix Ad depland 
Odium pea d Adam. Ionddla 	 40 	40 	 150 	150 	 20 	40 	40 	 6 

D. Nee uchnotqy 
Redd radmam 	 5/0 	 -- 	 -- 	 5/0 	 -- 	 -- 	 S/0 	 -- 	

_ _ 

E. Radvant Owning 
Pdmumon de TA mad 	 75 	225 	 27 	20 	60 	 7 	 20 	60 	 8 

F. Ouadedon Nomenem poi» 
Padeadde d'andadd des ddkabes 	 6 	18 	 1 	5/0 	- - 	 -- 	 5/0 	_- 	 _- 

Mace addrfflid dam poem/ (TEAT 301 	 62 	858 	206 	24 	540 	168 	5/0 	__ 	 - - 

Au ma d dmAls 	 20 	40 	 3 	94 	284 	 50 	94 	284 	 53 
AI ad Dion 	 , 

Teo/ see bawd 	NœsIdelenvu0 . . . 1. 
Ados 	 2 050 	4 900 	1 219 	2 050 	4 900 	1 279 	2 050 	4 900 	1 343 

Tu..," «vmmu, ..... 	 , 	 ..:. 

	

119 	e.;:e. e,.: 	.?4, 	'ie 	123 	
,..,... 

Cale d'agdadon dots bard 	 • 	..›.,. 	 4,.,:eee, 	de ...,,,e: 	: 	. 	....:' 	128  

TOTS. 	 2 331 	7 021 	1 810 	2 455 	6 871 	1 877 	2 259 	5 974 	1 	718 

• TAKE  3..  B A SUMMARY oF 8.11 DEPARTMENTAL TRAINNO ACTNITES. 
LE TAILEAU 3•n• RECAPITUŒ JOItel  LES ACTivrtEs DE FOFWATION OU UNISTERE 

• • TOTAL COST INCLUDES SALARY COLITS ANO NOI.SALARY COSTS FOR TUITEN. TRAVEL ACCCMCGATION. TEIT BOOKS. COURSE MATERIALS. ETC. TOTAL COST CœRESPONOS TO TRAINEE OCCURRENCE (TA) COSTS REPORTED THROWS TOO 

PLEASE SEE VOLUME 20. CHAPTER 23 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. 
LES COUTS GU:MU%  COMPRENNENT  LES COJTS SALARIAUX ET NON SALARIAUX OIE  REPRESENTENT LES ERNS OE SCOLARCIE LE LOGEMENT. LES 1MNUELS. LA DOCU1AFJITATIO4. ETC.  1.0  CORRESPONDENT AUX COIJTS DES CAS 

DE FORMATES (An  CONSIGNES  AU UOIEN  OU SEP. POUR D'AUTRES PRECSENS. vEuILLEZ CONSULTER LE CHAPITRE 2.3 ou Vocuse 20 DU koaP. 

• • • PARTICIPANT PAYS NUMBER o• PARTICIPANTS X COURSE OURATION IN DAYS. 
JOURS PARTICIPANTS - SCARE OE PARTICIPANTS MULTIPLIE PAR LE NOUS« DE JOURS  QUE DURE LE COURS. 

* • • • THIS INCLUDES TRANINO CONNED OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT THAT IS NOT SAIONN UNDER ANY OTHER WEADINO 04 TASLE 
GEM RUBRIOUE COMPREND TOUTE FORMATION  REÇUE  A L'EXTERIEUR OU LINI3IfjlE OUI NE FIGURE SOUS AUCUNE RUBRIOUE DU TABLEAU 30. 

• • • • Dion coSts REPORTED THRouom TOO AS TRAIN003 ORGANIZATION RIM COSTS. PLEASE sEE RIM VOLUME 20. CHARTER 24 ROB FuRnIER ReCRuAncw. 
I FS rri• fs CCINMONES AU  MOYEN DU SEP A TITRE OE OEPENSES OES  ORGANISATIONS  DE FonuA now  (DR  pouR D'AUTRES  PRECSIONS. euu.E•  CONSULTER  LE CHAPITRE 24 DU VOLUME  25  DU TAGP. 



TABLE 3-b — TRAINING * 

TABLEAU 3-b — FORMATION * 

TAULE 31, 1111A /MM OUT Cd IMOR DEPAFITMENTAL 1RAINDKI ',WORMS. DEPARTUENTS DETERUNE "MOI PROORAUS 11,ET MIMER  •WUCIR• suai pi THEIR SITUATION. 114E TOTALE) PROU TABLE 34 ARE TO BE ',ROUGIR FCPWARD TO TACLE Sa 
* DEPARMENTAL TRAM140 MT THE DEPARMENT DOES NOT CCNSIDER •MAJOR• MOULD  SE SHONN ow TAULE 3.  UNDER AN APPROPRIATE MELON« SUO1 AS • AU. (MER TRAM«, DEPARTUENTAL •. 

LE TABLEAU 30 SERT A VENTILER LES PRIPICPAUX PROGRAIMES DE RDRIAATION OU INNISTERE LE urasitele «am« LES PROORAMES OU1L covscene eliNCIPAUX. GOUM TENU DE SA SITUATION. LES TOTAUX DU TABLEAU 30 DOIVENT ETRE REPORTÉS AU TAKEAU  SA 

LA FORIAATION OUE DIBPQM LE IMISTERE ET CUL NE CONSWSRE PAS COWE PRINCIPALE. DEVRAIT FIGURER AU TABLEAU Se SOUS UNE RUBRIOUE PERTINENTE TELLE OJE JOUTE AUTRE FCRIAATION 

Pd. y» Xi 	- III 	 Goum pow IO 	- Il 	 UMM,. yod NI 	- II 
Aidà anIPIm0 1086 - 10 87 	 JuINII P LINN Te 87- IS  88 	 Anné,  é.,di 1088  -te  89 

M  a  deosumw embi  dopa« 	 MM« d 	 thxrebr d 	 MM« d 
IMMIM 	 Cm IS MI 	 Nakare de Mue, de 

Manu payames do 10.0n60 du MM* 	 CM ts mol 	 OMS 031 
CM 	 CM 	 0011 

PalkilpInt Ms 	l an ndl m de *Md 	 P.MMINI• 	Na min de 1101m) 	 PalcBam Mu 	10 0011m te dal«) 
PalcOms 	 Paname 	 Parld/MD 

JoesdrIlean0 	 .10m0aleome 	 JcemdrIbloanN 

Formation des inspecteurs (EL) 	14 	 378 	95 	24 	 540 	168 	s/o 	s/o 	s/o 

Recyclage des inspecteurs-radio (EL) 	48 	 480 	111 	s/o 	 s/o 	s/o 	s/o 	s/o 	s/o 

TOTAL 
62 	858 	 206 	24 	540 	168 	s/o 	s/o 	s/o 

TUSSICT 31167 pIew. 117NN 



TABLE 3-c — TRAINING 

TABLEAU 3-c — FORMATION 

RN« to PIMA  VU. 20 
Reeve ità ice  204, IACIP 

	

Plumate at« 1 e87-e88 	%name year 2 3 88-1989 

	

....4949 rerneeraort 	I 	te 	- II 	Anne. ee patAcmon 2 	le 	-II 

Pubic Serro•trate emote 
Romeo date FerteentOM •• la latestat Malmo 	 • 	CM 	(S  OM 	 • 	Cie ri cop 

	

eel 	 coil 
(..,  wda«. 	ile NM») 	 (ea mire Me 	entire) 

A. Ideneeernant titanium vamp 	
222 	 180 9.99.9.9.9,9999.9,99.999,9, 

II. Convontealcae 99999, 	 8 	 5/0 
Fame. ea emonotatcaeot 

C. Coonteeen kir *or. «wpm 	 20 	 6 
Omtalols pee be. noneria ereOefi• 

D. New retortion 	 S /0 	 S /0 
Nonage menoalope 

e li•enoneat prawn 	 7 	 8 
Pleadlemert ile memo 

	

S 0 	 S 
F. Guaileetane INIIIMINIMII propan 	

/ 	 IO  
Proariamte emélimansl des Otaidleattere 

ego deitentionaa email (Ta» 34) 	
168 	 sio 9.9.99.9 pr000tae 4-.  Ye nottméne (Taertme 34) 

NI caw Inman 
Tame aare kornmen 	 1,329 	 1,396  

Tramp ereattgaron iota 
Cede Wereaortmeen tle le tennetlia 	 123 	 128 

TOTAL 	 1,877 	 1,724 

NOTE: PROVIDE A BRIEF IDIPLANATION WHERE VAJOR SHIFTS IN DEPARTMENTAL. TRAINING Et PENOITURES NAvE oce. PROJECTED FRCM TNE PREVIOUS YEARS. 
NOTA: FOURNIR UNE BREVE IDIPUCAGON LÀ OU DES VARIATIO511 MAJEURES CIANS LES DEPFJ3LES DE FORMATLON DES MINISTER« ONT  ET! PREVUES À PARTIR 

0E3 DONNEES DES ANNE» PRECEOENTES. 

TBS/SCT 33041 (RN,.  421051 C 





TABLE 4 - AA REPORT: WOMEN 

TABLEAU 4 - RAPPORT AP: FEMMES I 0epart...11 Unsee 

COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 

I p Aje 

1  d3  

«. m O me« AI e...,. 	I. 86 n 	87 	Cu.«. yea 1987- ,1) 88 en.« 9.«... AI 	
(«temp rer 19 841 1989 	 eu.,nn  ,..1 n 89 to 90 	Prnmi n. t n90A  e91„, 

	

A..... saki/mu  1086.  111 87 	Am.« en own 1987 - 19 88 	Ana« 
 i.." 

 198 	n89 	MA« de «mica« I 1989.1.90 	 AAA« It endtallen 9 19 VU- 11N. I 
°Menlo. d 

C..9.1 

C.09.• 	 rod 	 Vitzton 	 TOW 	 Tag« Wang+. 	 to« 	 Tag« War«. 	 lad 	 Tag« : «wan 	 kid 	 Tapp( Worm 

«vbduo«do 	«IMAM 	 F.C. 	 peon« 	an"  r'""r". 	%ma« ese 	IVIvobot 	(Oleld («v.« 	 fo«a« Ir« 	1.0««1« 	Mimi Hem« 	 %ma« val. 	In.". 	
alma: rem«. 

Fates« «A. 

Ovevadenal «el 	pc.„., 	
Peen.. 	1«..«.. 	 V.  P'... 	P01/«0« 	14,...e. 	 V« MIA.« 	MAW.« 	N..... 	 V«. «Am« 	Poem« 	N..b.„, 	 V«. pews 

Noma« 	 VIM 	 °À) 	 % 	 loub 	 % 	 IA« 	 °A) 	 tub 	 % 

	

,,,• le« 	Wm*. 	 Mombm 	 Wm'. 	 m.e. 

MANAGEMENT 
GESTION 

EX 	52 	5 	9.6 	52 	2 	9.6 	0 	 52 	4 	7.6 

SM 	39 	3 	7.6 	39 	5 	15.8 	2. 	 39 	7 	17.9 

TOTAL 	91 	8 	8.8 	91 	7 	7.6 	2 	 91 	11 	12.0 

SC. 	&  PROF.  

Junior/ 
d'Entrée 	12 	3 	25.0 	 (see objeztives ion -traditiona 	occupational g-oups) 

	

voir objectifs 	jroupes non trAitionnels) 
Interm. 	275 	18 	6.1 

Senior/ 
Supérieur 	45 	1 	2.2 

TOTAL 	332 	22 	6.6 

goo. .1: 2/11 .4111« •i.e.) 



TABLE 4 — AA REPORT: WOMEN 	 Dee. enmee Idesee• 

TABLEAU 4 — RAPPORT AR: FEMMES 	 COMMUNICATIONS  CANADA 	

'Pet 	4  

2 d• 3  
I 

es peg me« AI 	
Poe lea le 86 1.87 	 c...,,,,.. m 8,24  » EM3 	 u,...,..  te88. to 89 	 Pi.....s. “. 1 1,89- to90 	 'wan  ,..t te 9(1 It 91 

gr....  rum«. Ae 
m•••n • 	.. dsad.1. m86- et 87 	 Aerie te 177n0111 MO / . li 	 Mute à ewe Ill 88 it 	89 	 Mee. de elmdeame I 1.89- tt 90 	 Amble de pimiento' 2 id)(). to 91 

Oteepeemd 
eamecee 

Ceeeeee 	 tad 	 WORM 	 lad 	 lee«. Wow. 	 Tod 	 Tapi: efewm Tod 	 fee« Viovae 	 Teld 	 T.eel . lidame 
Yelemeneebe 	emem., 	 Femme 	Melee. 	Cboyel r.....

Foecaet eee 	Ildee‘dde 	OH.« : r....... 	 Med.». 	Omani : femme 	 %teat was 	Pc.."" 	
°bled: Femme 	F...... 

Cedeeemed lwelo 	p.m. 	
PceM». 	Monts.. 	 vat pd.,* 	pqmeee 	N,,,,e,,,, 	 Yu peewee 	reeenol 	N.,.d. 	 vie. peed» 	Pepuéfice 	Neadoe 	 vat poems 

	

...» 	 %O  

	

 
N...,.

Mew/. 	% 	 M 	Menem* 	% 	 me 	Menem 	% 	 %me 	Wow*. 	% 	 bee 	Nolewe 	% lewaKeepoe 

ADMIN. & 
FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN. ET  
SERMCE 
EXTERIEUR 

Junior/ 
d'Entrée 	155 	107 	69.0 	 155 	108 	69.6 

Interm. 	233 	94 	40.3 	 233 	98 	42.0 

Senior/ 
Supérieur 	111 	21 	18.9 	 111 	29 	26.1 

TOTAL 	499 	222 	44.4 

TECHNICAL/ 
TECHNIQUE 

Junior/ 
d'Entrée 	234 	19 	8.1 	 (see obj?ctives non-trdditioni1 occupEtional 	3roups) 

(voir objectifs groupes non t-aditionrels) 
Interm. 	271 	6 	2.2 

Senior/ 
Supérieur 	27 	0 	0.0 

TOTAL 	532 	25 	4.7 

I; MOW lee *tea,' 



TABLE 4 — AA REPORT: WOMEN 

TABLEAU 4 — RAPPORT AP: FEMMES 1  Mpafflmat West., 

COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 

111.9. 	
d 

3 d• 3 

IA* Om •sao. Al 	
1... ,.. Ii 86 m 	87 	c.....,— il 8 	tie88 	 v.......22.. 1288- so 89 	2%.-24 ,..1 le 89 1.90 2%...e4 ,..21•907.egi n , 

fir .1> •8 V..V..,..... 	•) 	 ARMY tie plub 	 7I1 el e I 

	

Mrs. okithnie 1186 - 11 87 	A.....aio to mum t287. 
 " 88 	 A""* I "'" "88" 	89 	 A—d. be pdanicaaan I 1039 - 10 90 	atamon 2 10  

0=41.1113.1 
*Mel' 	 tee«, Worm 
Carge• 	 Ted 	 VIona• 	 law 	 lag« Vacua. 	 Tod 	 Tonto *magma 	 yea 	 tea« • Wane 	 Tod 

Ilaal..«..e0. 	movlama 	 4....a. 	 Iftealman 	Mann reenome 	,...., .. 	....E. 	Comma : fem.« 	,...« 	 ,..",, 	Mace • le....... 	 acamatut 	  %aca d. au. 	 e°1«''''''''''" 	Arent ea 

011...... a b.... 	Posse 	 Pape... 	Neat.. 	
Vat• (a...... 	papaaffl 	N.... 	 Vac pr.•* 	Popubm 	pa.... 	 Vac. /OMNI 	gyre... 	,..«.. 	 V.e. /4... 

New.. 	 pia 	 % 	 lee. 	Piss. 	% 	 ow. 	Non*.• 	 b..11 	lientme 	% 	 1111" 	Monts« 	% 
NM 8/0./1011• 

ADMIN. 	 : 
SUPPORT/ 
SOUTIEN 
ADMIN. 

TOTAL 	541 	473 	87.4 

)PERATIONAL, 
EXPLOIT. 

Support/ 
Soutien 	50 	0 	0.0 

Junior/ 
d'Entrée 	7 	0 	0.0 

(see ob,ectivet 	non-tvaditioral occupational groups 
Interm. 	6 	0 	0.0 	 (voir objectifs 	groupes non traditionnels) 

TOTAL 	63 	0 	0.0 

DPTL. 

TOTAL 	2058 	750 	36.4 
DU MIN. 

NON- 
TRADITIONAL 
GROUPS/ 
GROUPES 

ON  
TRADITIONNEL 

TOTAL 	236 	13 	5.5 	236 	14 	5.9 	236 	16 	6.7 	236 	18 	
• 	236 	19 	8.0 

101.› 	31050 04. Slab, • 



TABLE 5 — AA REPORT: ABORIGINAL PEOPLE 	 Oepooreent 	&Num. 	 Peel 

ITABLEAU 5 — RAPPORT AP: AUTOCHTONES 	 COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 	1 : 2 
	 I 

Pm 'ea 1186- 11 87 	 . 	"87- m88 	 uo........ '.88. n 89 	 ei...9 Te• t »89_ 1, go 	 on...44  y..2 to 9a ,I91 

	

».........e.• 1.810- te 87 	
co.'..,..

Ann» e, cœn Id 87 io 88 	 Anne. à vend 1438 - n 89 	 Mud. de gdamkoom I  "89-"90 	 ......... plordicelew 2 logo-1091 

AOcemple• people 

	

Cleouludend 	 Aveccoorue 	 T . oat. A boole• Due. 	 To0e.. Abu Qeed PeOrde 	 Tepee : dbeel7ed Due. 	 Tina : Abenle,  el tudoee 	,....." 

	

1eee0.7 	 Tout  	Told 	 %foaled 	Taut 	 Fa«. od 	Tour 	 Fueourd 	Ted 
Owed Aubstuouo 	 Queue : dumb... 	 Moot .  Mascot.. 	 Otgacd : Auteitenot 

	

Corps* 	 P" 	Indeeoenn as 	Teem 	Pe..&I' 	 Poe.Mg. 	 Iris.* 	dapouldel 	 •edencees 	P3pUtlee. 	 go.ena» 

	

ped11.0%.411 	 Ind«. emu 	Deem/ 

Number 	
V went.» 	Popublon 	 VOCM0110 

P10.  	Pepoieoue 	 Yeoman 	POpe.101 	 V.ante« 	PCOM.coe,  

t." 	Phoem 	No«. 	n, 	tea 	Nuff". 	% 	'woo. 	WY 	
w,oe. 
	% 	Mu.« 	X.. 	N.,.... 	% 	Pee.« 	tuu 	,..r. 	%  

Noos• 	70 	H. 	"1U 

MANAGEMENT/ 
GESTION 	91 	1 	1.1 	- 	- 

SC. 	& PROF. 	346 	1 	0.3 	- 	- 

ADMIN. & 
FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN . ET 
SERVICE 
EXTERI EUR 548 3 0.5 1 0.2 548 7 1.3 548 8 1.4 548 10 1.8 548 12 2.1 

TECHNICAL/ 

	

TECHNIQUE 	563 	5 	0.9 	- 	- 

ADMIN. 
SUPPORT/ 
SOUTI EN 
ADMIN. 	609 	6 	1.0 	- 	- 	609 	7 	1.1 	 609 	15 	2.4 	 609 	22 	3.6 	 609 	29 	4.7 

ILK:A.: IC 11150 Md. 17/361  IV  



COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 
CheOrMent 40.1.1.• Pepe 

2 	2 
TABLE 5 — AA REPORT: ABORIGINAL PEOPLE 
TABLEAU 5 — RAPPORT AP: AUTOCHTONES 

__ 	
. 	 In- ....1•86- e 87 	 Uffly.s1 T..  "88-" 89 	 a...m..«I*89- * 90 	 Pid.0,111e• 2  'GO-  Hi 91 

... T to 	 . 	, rem .88-1. q 	 Annie de plandcadee I le 89-1.90 	 A........ e.o.m. z le• 90 m 91 

	

Amid deiced«. te8b- I. 87 	
c.,......r 	di RI  

Atespeed peed, 
Odeueeteed 	 Addeletonee 	 T add : Abend el peg» 	 Yodel : Abeedeed p«101. 	r«......1 	

T 	
Ten« : Abotind pewee 	 Tad« : Abated pax* 	E........d  

emil.7 	 1.1  	Tod 	 Fe« ased 	Toed 	 eed 	 Fencerdel 	Teed 
Oeded . Aoceddrer 	 Odpedd : Addedreere 	 Op Il 	eerna• 	 Ctiell : Mimeo.« 

•ile« 	0011n11.01 	 •MINIUMI 
Cedes, 	 de 	 temt 	 Pamearn 	 ....« 	Pcoeinœ 	 ...... 	PootAbol 	

«. Au 

IMIMI.ONteb 	

Pete 	bewed«. 

indr__a 	Délvened 
P.  	Popedeeat 	 Vacate« 	Popeddem 	 Vcrew 	%pd.», 	 Veered. 	Popublœt 	 Venom 

Mewed. 	 Numb« 	 Nuortser 	 dented 	 peewee 
C." 	Meddle 	 Nodded. 	 loud 	 Halide 	 % 	peened 	tam 

/Rodeo 	% 	p.n.« 	Pad 
Ned*. 	% 	....... 	and 	 Noel» 	% 

	

Nand». 	% 

OPERATIONAL/ 	 . 
EXPLOITATION 	64 	0 	0.0 	- 	_ 

DEPAR174ENTAL 
TOTAL 	2221 	16 	0.7 	1 	.05 	2371 	21 	0.9 	 2371 	30 	1.2 	 2371 	39 	1.6 	 2371 	48 	2.0 
DU 	. 
MINISTERE 

luCel: IC 33:1t0 taw. U061 If 



TABLE 8 — AA REPORT: DISABLED PERSONS 	 ..  

TABLEAU 6 — RAPPORT AP: PERSONNES HANDICAP 	
offl..« U...

ÉES 	 COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 	
I Page 	4  

	

1 	2 ... 
	 I 

te6 	» 87 	 Uptiœ.né ......r.. ion la *899 	 A.é.pkonongd. ,:z.....1 1018.9-8;?•900 	 Pave,. yea t HI 90. 1,9 
MM. ile plosekalm 2 0190 - le 91 I9 -  2.,,gg 1 	 Année 	 le 8 

	• 

	

epee. pea... 1416- le 87 	mc:::::"Zen, 	, 
, 

01.11MIld 11....1  
Oweaketal 	 lime : Otn *ha mums 	 Tog« : Chubb.' "mom 	 Tug«, (»abbe p.'$ Teel: Obliged mom, 

e.....  amdcapioe 
.H.9.1 	 Taal  	tad 	Otect1 : %MOM« 	Fecund 	Taid 	01mcol: Pomona« 	Faecubd 	Tad 	Rffle:Nmelem 	F...me 	uw 	- 	 Cwwine.wwww 	Icwwww• 

*Hp» 	 Pne 	laimallftes 	 TO» 	le9«1«. 	 haeldt.IPM 	 VOLJOel. 	 OWyg». 	 Itamicapeem 	 Image.. 	@coulomb 	handarepé• 	 'maxim 	populate. 	Ifflicaptfre 	granalin 

Publunren 	 Indliu.wISI 	04menhé 
Pm.  	%perk. 	 'hem« 	Pœulaim 	 V....« 	PleAmal 	 Veganom 	Popewlon 	 Yam» 

Nuentm Numb« 	 Nuater 	 Marlow 

I" 	Okoads« 	.1_ 	Numb. 	.,_ 	1Mo 	 pofflon 	olau 	 % 	m.o.* 	Male 	 . 	 mi.« 	WY 	 prime 
Nonbee 	% 	 Nevi. 	 % 	 Melee 	% 

Mamba 	70 	Mae» 	70 

MANAGEMENT/ 
GESTION 	91 	3 	3.3 	- 	- 	 94 	3 	3.1 

SC. & PROF. 	346 	10 	2.8 	- 	- 	 1 	 347 	11 	3.1 

ADMIN. & 
FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN. ET  
SERVICE 
EXTÉRIEUR 548 17 3.1 7 1.2 605 26 4.3 

TECHNICAL/ 
TECHNIQUE 	563 	17 	3.0 	- 	- 	 614 	19 	3.0 

ADMIN. 
SUPPORT/ 
SOUTIEN 
ADMIN. 	609 	11 	1.8 	4 	0.6 	 647 	44 	6.5 

— 
eaciC le 10 04.•• YOH C 



TABLE 5 — AA REPORT: DISABLED PERSONS 	 Dooarynro 	lAns000 

	

TABLEAU 6 — RAPPORT AP: PERSONNES HANDICAPÉES 	 COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 	 2 d• 2 -

I Pas 
I 

I 

	

IMIr pm s 86,,, 87„ 	- 	 C 	 2.0,014 e  2  "90 -  " 91  P,.....111.. I te .  09. n90 omo* roar le 1:; 	lea 	 Ugoxenno rem 

"kg-: 
 0 

	

Mr.» pelletal, NI 00- 111 0 / 	 Am.. on com 1118 	- 	 A4  d. peesteem 2 «90 - it 91 Anode I wow 111 	- 10 	 Annie do olouloolon I NI gq- »go  

Obabbid promo 
Ooffloloul 

	

Nun.« lundcapio 	
Tao«. Otutdas odour. 	 Tope : Obeid puree 	 Tape: Obakhol memo 	 Toreol: Obobbd /mow 

teem 	 Told  	Toul 	Clopel Poem.. 	Fogocamel 	ToUl 	Meld . Porunodu 	Ffflemod 	Toul 	Oaocl : Poolconos 	Femme! 	Toral 	ObOoll : Pomme. 	Feesestbe 

Cabooteo 

	

i'-,.' Olionotol 	

0oPoi10.1 	luneefflob 	 vocancoo 	P51 	 5. 	 MGM« 	oopolaem 	hanOcapin 	vocincio 	Oopflotoo 	hawiluggio• 	mambo 
pooluerowob 	

me 	boloonolum 	Tom 

	

Pee  	Peptise», 	 Vcareal 	Popoldoon 	 vevrem 	/memo, 	 Yuman 	Popublim 	 Tema 

	

poti.es 	blab 	N..*.
we 	

PAnoloo 	 Menem 
Nembree 	..._ 	Phorter 	.., 	WM 	N5. 	 N..*. 	IOU» 	 row« 	cede 	 Orénoo 

Novae 	% 	 blontoo 	% 	 Never@ 	% 	 NoWno 	% 
Moot» 	70 	Mold» 	70 

OPERATIONAL/ 
EXPLOITATION 	64 	3 	4.6 	- 	- 

' 

DEPARTMENTAL 
TOTAL 	2221 	61 	2.7 11 	0.5 	2374 	79 	3.3 	2374 	88 	3.7 	2374 	97 	4.0 	2374 	106 	4.4 
DU 
MINISTÈRE 

, 
luCC1C 3.1) (i‘or Ye, C 



1.2 	I COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 
TABLE 7 — AA REPORT: VISIBLE MINORITY GROUPS 

TABLEAU 7 — RAPPORT AP: GROUPES DE MINORITÉS VISIBLES I (»peinent Modène 

'm.,. te 86 n 87 Cent* yen, Id 87- te 88 	 ue-«".nr••• 11 88  *89 	Mener. yen I n89-  099O 	ne...te ee. 2 090- »9 

	

...e.,..À... 	6.  "87 	Annte en mono ne g7  vo _AR 	 MIM• à VON, le 88"  89 	»fflw‘e ge......tn88-le 90 	mee. d. 0...e.e. 2 dl 90- te 91 

	

9 	 «6  

	

Indlea «Mon, rende 	 Teno : 	 Tag, 	 Tedei : 	 TedM: 

V Oceerdelned 	 Orense« de «manie 	 99 	 Vadeb n•nreef yawl. 	 ldble 000t. eeee 	 Vite. Té., pope 	 Vbble 015 demie 

T 	
Feeedeeled 

e«9.7 	 7ded  	eed 	 Fedeceml 	Toi 	 fevedened 	Tetd 	 Fereceened 	Tend 
Olnecd : 	 t:14.0+: 	 obe..n :  

c..emet 	Tenu 	 0.0.4.1. 	bonne de eneneeie veld. 	....... 	2.0".1.. 	*ode» de mener viable 	....e...• 	1.0.40.. 	Onu.« de ounce.* 'bible 	•...... 	P.P.I.... 	One.« de unetelle eues 	y...de 

deohnecnneee 	
7qe 	beelemenneees 

	

b1101•1010.16 	Dieweell 
Po •  	 Poptoketn 	 Vo...... 	P09.0.. 	 Vedeneei 	P0910.001 	 Vicence. 	redent!" 

rie 	., 	Humber 	 tub 	11~ 	 endente 	Pan 	
Mente. 	 mener 	tee 	

Idembee 	 pinne 	 edele 	
16.4bat 	

Veau« 

None.. 	 % 	 Nente• 	% 	 Nombre 	% 	 Meulen 	% 

	

'70 	Monte. 

MANAGEMENT/ 
GESTION 	91 	3 	3.3 

SC. 	8 PROF. 	345 	30 	8.6 	 346 	36 	10.4 

ADMIN. 	St 
FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN ET 
SERVICE 
EXTÉRIEUR 548 13 2.3 

iECHNICAL/ 
TECHNIQUE 	563 	6 	1.0 	 563 	10 	1.7 

ADMIN. 
SUPPORT/ 
SOUTIEN 
ADMIN. 	609 	10 	1.6 

IOCCIC 3:0M (4/00 



Op./1MM Mesa.. 

COMMUNICATIONS CANADA 2 	2 	1 
TABLE 7 — AA REPORT: VISIBLE MINORITY GROUPS 

TABLEAU 7 — RAPPORT AP: GROUPES DE MINORITÉS VISIBLES 

mere, re 2 1.,-  ,29  91 Me yea nt 86,1s 82 , 	 c meal year te al 	tea 	 Mummy/ yea II 88 to 89 	 pi...goo.' to gg te 90 	 90 
Ann*. posimay n IV 00- IOU / 	 ............ i 	- 	 Maw a cant Il  8.16 le 139 	 Anna* Oa pima/calm 1 It 89. VC 90 	may. ola own... t ma u - it 91 

	

Webb mime, woes 	 Taco.: 	 Tara  
elnely r.c. 	 Viable fnne../ pays 	 Vabla mama/ recce 	 VIcbla wawa/ IVYYM 01:4.11....1 	 Oise« Co onnelaia cabal. 	 vs.. F 	d 	Ty 	 r 

Yme«.1 	 told  	Tad 	 Fceecmad 	Taal 	 %said 	tad 	 aincam y ancasiael 
• 	 Oboe.' : 	 Caned : 	 Oblocal : 	 Calm.: 

Cadverb 	 Me 	Indletraeme 	Tam 	rorleee 	or..p. c•  anomie cable. 	...c.c.. 	1.1.41., 	Omar« do mnania .1.1blY 	.../.... 	popma 	cy......  4.  .....d. ,ibb., 	vicnoas 	populaty 	OE 	., .. 	4...yea. yam. 	cacanclas 

loclwasaYella 	 t,4.4.4 O4...4.4
Pep.  	Poputalcy 	 Vacanam 	Pacoubloo 	 Vacancy. 	Pomace, 	 • Vacancy. 	Pcoubty ' 	 Valances 

Number 	 Numb« 	 Maybe, 
 M 	

Manteca 

	

VYS 	amba 	 Nye. 	 total 	 imam« 	lima 	 lemmas 	Wale 	 pray.« 	blab 	 pews 
,,• 	% 	 N..4.. 	% 	 Newby. 	% 	 Hamby 	% 

bianOto 	 Nor*. 	% 

OPERATIONAL/ 
EXPLOITATION 	64 	0 	0.0 

DEPARTMENTAL 
TOTAL 	?221 	62 	2.7 
DU 	 2371 	72 	3.0 

NINISTERE 

, 
InOCIC  3064 





Pro year Annie memo«. 

1986-1987 

Seem« 

Suoitieur 

Fe% 
sentlamor, 

Entièrement 
sauleleant 

11 20 155 

117 169.21 81 

69 

- 1 100 

82 18 

— g LIU L1I%MnC.LL nc  V IL  IN ésrs4J 	 Ctz 

TABLEAU 8 - EXAMEN DU RENDEMENT ET APPRÉCIATION DE L'EMPLOYÉ 

NOT 	THE  CASE  WHERE AN EMPLOIES  RECEIVED MORE THAN ONE PREA IN THE YEAR. ONLY THE MONT  RECENT 
STA -  ..S IS TO BE REPORTED 

OBSERVATION: LORSOUE L'EMPLOYE A FAIT L'OBJET DE PLUS D'UN ERAE AU COURS DE L'EXERCICE NE TENIR 
CORPTE c JE  DES RESULTATS LES PLUS RECENTS. 

ocan.amai 
cap.« ony 

Cmigerne 
Pgehlugonmen 

unemennent 

NurrOog of employe« tor mmen PRAR: 
Nord. egrgelge« page %pug% la Somme RERA don ire: 

Concealed 
Remole 

Numb« 

Nembr. 

Reentired 

Seurnim 
PA  

Unable le game 
Ineanerne teinatuee 

Number 
Norrbto 

A.see•nwd f%) 

&Mutton CM 

Cervancole 

effete 

Wean- 
factory 

Intetim 
tenant 

Sasietanoey 

SenetNeent 

°emending 

Enctintionnet 

Unable to 
mu« 

Ineao•ble 
Wive.« 

Toul 

Runner 

utineE 

Notrore 
mannenu 

MANAGEMENT/ 
GESTION 	96 71.8 

SC. & PROF 	1 100 

.ADMIN. & 

FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN. ET  
SERVICE 
EXTERIEUR 

65.21 34.81 - 

TOTAL 



42 
38 

335 

516 

SEE COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
VOIR LA MARCHE  A SUIVRE AU VERSO 

TABLE 9 - CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
TABLEAU 9 - CONFLITS D'INTÉRÊTS Pilot yea Année pràctidente 

1986-1987 

Numb« el empty'« 
Nombre d'empbyés 

Complextd 
Rempli 

Ceoitralion 
Atiustation 

Occupalonal calegory 

Cashion. probestnneb 

Contends! row« 
Rapporis cant/denials 

Directed to &net «se« 
« cease regales et. 

Avait  di..  dtipar* 
de biens ou de cessai 

 lies ambles. eic. 

DI  d not cornpb «It 
diction (see Tabb 9) 

Ne s'eat pas «Mom; 
aux diectives 
(vok tableau ti) 

Sub)ect e Pan III 
code and lell the 
Pubt Service 

Assulett à lipaibi  
du code - A gulol la 

kiloton publque 

Had «It interviews re 
post-empbyment 

compatriot 

A eu des entrevues 
au suist du respect 
du oode «leant 

rapriemandai 

MANAGEMENT/ 
GESTION 

EX 
SM 

SC. & PROF. 

ADMIN. & 
FOREIGN 
SERVICE/ 
ADMIN. ET  
SERVICE 
EXTERIEUR 

TECHNICAL/ 
TECHNIQUE 

ADMIN. 
SUPPORT/ 
SOUTIEN 
ADMIN. 

OPERATIONAL/ 
EXPLOITATION 

TOTAL 

N/A 
S/0 

N/A 
S/0 

N/A 
S/O 

N/A 
S/0 

549 

619 

53 

2,152 

I iSrsC T Start (Rev. Una) 



RS> yea. Ann. wawa.» 

1986-1987 

TABLE 10 - CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
TABLEAU 10 - CONFLITS D'INTÉRÊT 

SEE COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS CPI REVERSE 
VCIR LA MARCHE A SUIVRE AU VERSO 

Coda wed= 
SamInn du cod* 

Diatipinary 
Ur urea fliKeirte0111 

S/0 
N/A 

Canif,. ,.au, Iodai  

»muffle corractrem pod« 

Non•emppaanea 
Damp.on  au a.. 

785/SC7 330.70 OM, 875/3) 



INDUSTRY CANADA/INDUSTRIE CANADA 

111111 	11 I 9 ,1111 9  

CANADA. COMMUNICATIONS CANADA. HU-
MAN RESOURU,S PLANNIN AND DEVELOP- 

Mglega __Nhuman resource,,,; glen 
pludAnnuel des ressourcés.., 

JL 
103 
C6 
C364 
1988 

DATE DUE 




